
 

 

 

The end of year offers a chance to look back and reflect. But firstly, on behalf of the Peninsular Cluster 

DPC Reps and P&F's I want to start by saying a few thanks.  

In particular to the DPC Executive Team, who put a lot of hours of their volunteer time into attending 

meetings and following up on actions. Without the Executive Team our overall impact and effectiveness at 

the cluster level would be seriously impeded. The Executive Team give us strategic intent, tools to help 

P&F's and support with the day to day running of meetings, events and seminars, connection to the CCSP 

and a sound financial DPC plan each year.  

This team is supported by Cathie Renfrew who is fabulous at keeping everyone involved with the DPC on 

track. Also, many thanks to the leadership team at the CSO who support the DPC Executive Team, in 

particular with the allocation of a resource to support the DPC with her long and in depth knowledge on the 

how the DPC and P&F's work, Carmel Hewitt.   

I also wish to thank all the Peninsular Reps who come to our meeting with open hearts, willing to share all 

of their ideas and inspirations and for their open minds willing to listen to others and support each other. 

Having such a wonderful group of people to meet each term is a real pleasure. Also thanks to the 

Principals who are willing to support cluster level meetings, by making meeting rooms and resources 

available to us. 

Secondly, I wish to mention achievements on the Peninsular this year. These achievements have been 

discussed at our cluster meetings which are vibrant and full of great discussion and ideas exchange. We 

have heard about community building activities which hold tradition such as bush dances, fathers and 

mother’s day activities, but also some new ideas such as parent surveys, P&F newspapers, drinks under 

the stars, parent wellbeing activities such as yoga and meditation.  

Many P&F ideas shared at the DPC Cluster meetings are gaining momentum just last year we heard about 

the idea of 'Just One Thing' which is now being adopted by several P&F's and more and more P&F's are 

running parent surveys. That highlights the strength of those Cluster Meetings where we get to share ideas. 

The DPC Reps do not shy away from tricky topics and there has been much discussion around the new 

privacy laws and how it impacts the functioning and effectiveness of P&F's along with much discussion on 

the requirement for communication tools for P&F's and the DPC Clusters. 

We have been very happy to have 4 great parent seminars this year all of them very popular with parents. 

Recently one cluster based parent said of Dr Justin Coulson's seminar and the book presented there "He 

changed my family'' in a very positive way. That is very powerful to hear indeed, and we value the 

opportunity to input into the decision making as to which speakers and topics we know our communities are 

interested in.  

Another vital component in making P&F's effective are the Leadership Evenings held in term 1 to help in 

particular newly formed P&F's understand the focus of parent engagement and family friendly schools. 

These meetings are very beneficial in offering a forum for information and exchange and are repeated 

successfully every year. 

Finally, each Peninsula school P&F should be commended for working so hard towards the goals of 

making their communities more warm and welcoming to all parents and for focussing on parent 

engagement as well as a little fundraising! 

Thank you for a fantastic DPC year.  

Jeanie Mc Donnell 

Peninsular Cluster Co-ordinator 
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